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-------------Ellis Smith MP his Life and Career Richard Gorton
It is widely believed that during the Attlee
era trade union members of the
Parliamentary Labour Party seldom
challenged the party leadership and did not
question official policy. Ellis Smith
deserves to be remembered as an early and
persistent left-wing critic of Stafford
Cripps and Ernest Bevin.

In conversation with Barbara Castle
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Unlike other prominent critics of the Attlee
administration such as Richard Crossman,
Tom Driberg and Michael Foot, Ellis
Smith was neither an academic nor a
professional journalist. He was from the
industrial north and spent much of his
early adult life as a patternmaker.
Ellis Smith was born in Eccles, Lancashire
on 4th November 1896.
.After he left school, Smith became an
apprentice patternmaker, a trade he
followed until he entered parliament in
1935. Ellis Smith joined the Independent
Labour Party in 1915. Between 1925 and
1935, Ellis Smith was Secretary of the
Eccles Trades Council and from 1931 until
1964, he was President of the Federation
of Lancashire and Cheshire Trades
Councils. Throughout his political career
Smith was an active and prominent
member of the United Patternmakers’
Association; he served three terms as the
union’s president (1946-50, 1952, 19581964).
Smith came to national prominence when
he contested the Stoke constituency in
October 1931. At this election Ellis Smith
faced two opponents: Mrs Ida Copeland,
the National candidate, was related by
marriage to the Copeland family, who
owned and ran a leading pottery company.
Smith’s other opponent was Sir Oswald
Mosley, who stood on behalf of the New
Party, the forerunner of the British Union
of Fascists. Like many Labour Party
candidates, Smith was a victim of the
National landslide, losing to Mrs Copeland

by 6,654 votes. Mosley polled just under
25% of the vote.
Defeat in 1931 did not discourage Ellis
Smith nor persuade him to seek another
constituency. He contested the Stoke
Constituency again in 1935 and at this
election defeated Mrs Copeland by 2,125
votes. Ellis Smith was to represent Stoke
in Parliament for thirty-one years.
Membership of the House of Commons
and election to Labour’s front bench in
1941 did not mellow Ellis Smith.
Following Labour’s landslide victory in
1945, Smith was appointed as
Parliamentary Secretary to the Board of
Trade working under Sir Stafford Cripps.
Smith’s experience of ministerial life was
to be brief. He disagreed with Cripps over
the management of the cotton industry.
Smith argued that increased productivity
and efficiency were only possible if the
cotton industry was taken into public
ownership. He was also critical of the
government’s austerity measures and felt
that more goods should be made available
for the home market. By 1945 Sir Stafford
Cripps was no longer an opponent of
private enterprise. He had no intention of
nationalizing the cotton industry and
wanted to support the industry without
changing the existing pattern of ownership.
The clash between Ellis Smith and Sir
Stafford Cripps presaged later arguments
within the Labour Party over the role
public ownership should play in building
socialism. Attlee backed Cripps, and Ellis
Smith left the government in January
1946. He was the first casualty of the
Attlee administration.
Ellis Smith was to clash with Cripps yet
again in 1948, this time over wage
restraint. As Chancellor of the Exchequer,
Sir Stafford Cripps issued a white paper
which urged trade unions not to press
wage claims. Smith believed that
economic recovery should not be at the
expense of working people. He tried
without success to persuade the
Parliamentary Labour Party to oppose
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wage restraint. From 1949 Ellis Smith was
associated with the Socialist Fellowship
group and his involvement in the
Fellowship was an important chapter in his
political life. Before the formation of the
Fellowship, Ellis Smith had regularly
contributed to Socialist Outlook, a journal
which had links to left-wing groups
outside the Labour Party. Socialist
Outlook strongly advocated the creation of
a body that would bring together MPs,
trade unionists and constituency activists
to conduct left-wing campaigns within the
Labour Party. Ellis Smith played a major
role in the Fellowship’s launch in June
1949. At its first conference held in
London on 27th November 1949, delegates
approved the following statement:
The Socialist Fellowship is an association
of Labour Party members pledged to work
for an early attainment of a Socialist
society. It expects members to give
practical proof of their devotion to
socialism by sustained activity within their
Labour, Trade Union or Co-operative
organisations. It advocates socialization,
workers’ control ending the gross
inequalities of income, a socialist Europe
and freedom for the colonies.
In practice the Fellowship’s immediate
programme was much more modest.
Delegates called for the maintenance of the
building programme, pensions and benefits
to be linked to the cost of living, an end to
the wage freeze and increased food and
clothing subsidies. Ellis Smith was elected
President of the Socialist Fellowship.
Labour’s narrow victory in the 1950
General Election was accompanied by
calls that the Attlee government should
drop further nationalization. Writing in
Socialist Outlook, Ellis Smith struck a
defiant note. He urged the Cabinet not to
abandon Labour’s programme nor seek an
accommodation with the opposition.
During the early part of 1950 membership
of the Fellowship grew and branches were
established in Greater London,

Manchester, Birmingham, Nottingham,
Preston, the Thames Valley and Norfolk.
The outbreak of the Korean war, however,
in June 1950 damaged the Fellowship’s
standing and led to Ellis Smith departure.
Denounced as an ‘imperialist’ in the pages
of Socialist Outlook, and unable to endorse
the anti-war policy adopted by the
Fellowship’s national council, Ellis Smith
stood down as President in July 1950. The
Socialist Fellowship was proscribed by
Labour’s National Executive Committee in
April 1951.
It was not surprising that Ellis Smith was
caught-up in the Bevanite schism of the
early 1950’s. His views on defence and
public ownership placed him firmly in the
Bevanite wing of the Labour Party. Entries
in Richard Crossman’s diary record Smith
attending meetings of the Bevan group. He
voted with Bevan against the Labour
Party’s official defence policy and spoke
out against H-Bomb tests in the Pacific.
Ellis Smith’s political papers, now in the
possession of Salford Public Library, show
him to be a conscientious member of
parliament, who had a deep respect for the
miners and pottery workers of Stoke.
Thanks to the efforts of Ellis Smith, the
1957 Mining Subsidence Act was passed.
This legislation enabled householders to
claim compensation if their homes had
been damaged by mining. Politics was not
Ellis Smith’s only interest. From the late
1940’s until just before he retired from
Parliament in 1966, Ellis Smith was
Chairman of the Joint Negotiating
Committee of the Football League and the
Professional Footballers’ Association.
Arguments over steel nationalization tookup a good deal of parliamentary time in
1965. With its tiny majority, the Wilson
Government was hard pressed to win votes
on the nationalization of steel. Newspapers
in June 1965 carried reports of an ill Ellis
Smith travelling down from his home to
vote in crucial divisions on steel
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nationalization. After thirty-one years as a
member of the House of Commons, Ellis
Smith retired in 1966. He died three years
later. Ellis Smith was an example of an
industrial worker rising through the trade
unions to become a Member of Parliament.
He put his socialist principles before his
political advancement. Not a bad way to
be remembered.
-----------------------------

‘Margaret Llewellyn Davies,

With Women for a New World’ by Ruth
Cohen.
Review: Jonathan Wood
The Women’s Cooperative Guild was an
organisation within the Cooperative
Movement for female co-operators which
was founded in 1883 by Alice Acland ,the
wife of an Oxford academic, and Mary
Lawrenson, who came from a workingclass background. The organisation’s
original name was the Women’s League
for the Spread of Cooperation, but in 1884
it became the Women’s Cooperative
Guild. Mrs Acland persuaded the editor of
the Cooperative News to include in his
journal a ‘Women’s Corner’, a page which
women could use to express their views
and discuss issues. This became a national

channel of communication for the Guild’s
members.
The majority of the Guild’s members were
working-class wives and mothers and most
had ended regular paid work after
marrying. The Guild grew rapidly in the
late 19th and early 20th centuries and
campaigned for measures such as votes for
women, maternity grants and reform of the
divorce law. In 1914, the Manchester
Guardian described the Guild as ‘probably
the most remarkable women’s organisation
in the world’. Participation in the Guild
enabled many women to acquire the skills
needed for labour movement positions and
political office. Margaret Bondfield , who
worked on Guild campaigns between 1912
and 1915, eventually became Britain’s first
female Cabinet Minister.
The Guild strongly supported peace and
anti-war movements, introducing a white
poppy as a pacifist alternative to the red
poppy in 1933. At its zenith in 1939, the
Guild’s membership numbered over
87,000. However, in the second half of the
twentieth century, socio-economic change
led to the Guild’s decline. In June 2016,
the national organisation, which had been
renamed the Cooperative Women’s Guild,
closed.
In recent years , there has been increasing
interest in what was, in its heyday,
Britain’s most important organisation of
working-class women. Ruth Cohen ‘s
biography ‘Margaret Llewelyn Davies.
With Women for a New World, ‘ is an
important contribution to the history of the
Guild. It is the first full-length biography
of Margaret Llewellyn Davies, the Guild’s
General Secretary from 1889 to 1921, the
longest-serving General Secretary in the
organisation’s history. During the years
when Margaret Llewellyn Davies was
General Secretary, Guild membership
grew from 1,800 to nearly 50,000
Margaret Llewellyn Davies, as General
Secretary, had a pivotal role in the Guild.
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Members of the Guild’s Central
Committee were required to stand down
after three years consecutive service, but
the General Secretary was exempt from
this rule and became, if re-elected, the
most experienced member of the
Committee, This, combined with her long
tenure, meant Margaret had a potent
influence on the direction and
development of the Guild, as the
biography reveals.
Cohen notes that Margaret’s background
and life were a marked contrast to those of
the working-class housewives and mothers
who comprised the great majority of the
Guild’s membership. She came from an
upper middle-class background, the
daughter of a distinguished clergyman,
studied at Girton college, Cambridge and
never married. Her friends included
intellectual and literary luminaries such as
Bertrand Russell and Leonard and Virginia
Woolf. Her ability, dedication and work
ethic earned her the confidence and respect
of Guild members and she built a rapport
with working-class women whose lives
and experiences were so different from her
own.
She joined the Women’s Cooperative
Guild in 1886 and was elected General
Secretary in 1889, holding this position
until she resigned in 1921. In 1889,women
had no political rights and were largely
confined to subordinate roles in British
society. In the Cooperative movement,
few women held influential posts and
many male co-operators tried to restrict
women to traditional female roles . These
attitudes led some Guildswomen to adopt a
cautious approach.
However, other Guild members wanted a
more assertive and ambitious policy and
Cohen shows how Margaret became the
most forceful advocate of a campaigning
role for the Guild. She stressed the
importance of organising education for
Guild members and encouraged Guild

members to stand for positions in the
Cooperative movement. Margaret
persuaded the Guild to support female
workers and trade unions, arguing that cooperators and trade unionists were natural
allies. Margaret was a socialist who joined
the Independent Labour Party(ILP) and
worked to build links between the Guild
and socialist activists.

Margaret led a determined lobbying effort
to secure better provision for women in
David Lloyd George’s 1911 National
Insurance Bill and established the seminal
principle that the maternity grant should be
paid to the mother. The Guild’s maternity
campaign had a strong influence on the
development of maternity services in
Britain.

Cohen’s biography discusses the Guild’s
importance as a provider of education and
training. It gave working-class women
opportunities to acquire skills in public
speaking, finance and administration
which would otherwise have been
unavailable to them and this enabled many
Guild members to achieve positions in the
labour movement and in politics.

Margaret played a central role in the bold
and imaginative proposals for divorce law
reform which the Guild presented to the
Royal Commission on Divorce Law
Reform in 1910. She did much to develop
the Guild’s demands for sexual equality in
grounds for divorce, cheaper divorce
proceedings and, most radically, that
people should be able to divorce on
grounds of ‘mutual consent’ or ‘serious
incompatibility’ That last proposal was far
in advance of orthodox thinking in
Edwardian Britain. Sexual discrimination
in the grounds for divorce was ended in
1923 but irretrievable breakdown of a
marriage was not accepted as sufficient
reason for divorce until 1969.
Margaret used Guild members’ personal
experience adroitly to highlight the need
for maternity care and divorce law reform.
Letters from Guild members describing the
hardships they endured while pregnant or
caring for infant children were published
in a book entitled ‘Maternity: Letters from
Working Women’. In the divorce law
campaign, Guild members supplied
harrowing evidence of their suffering in
dysfunctional marriages. Margaret used
the testimony of Guildswomen to lift what
she called the ‘thick curtain’ hiding the
hardships and difficulties of married
women.

The book’s examination of Margaret’s
involvement in the Guild’s campaigns for
female suffrage, welfare reform and
changes in the divorce law is especially
interesting. In 1904 she convinced the
Guild to back the campaign for female
suffrage. Cohen explores the tension
between gender politics and class loyalties
among the Guild’s working-class
members. Many suffrage campaigners
proposed that women should be allowed
to vote on the same terms as men but
before 1918 voting was based on a
property qualification which excluded
numerous working-class men from the
electorate. Many of the Guild’s workingclass members were suspicious that the
supporters of the ‘limited’ or ‘same terms’
franchise merely wanted to extend political
rights to middle-class women and leave
much of the working-class, male and
female, disenfranchised. Margaret, who
had originally been willing to accept
‘limited’ female suffrage, became
converted to universal adult suffrage and
set up a People’s Suffrage Federation
which was committed to this goal and
aimed to unite female suffragists and the
labour movement.
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However, the divorce law campaign
caused conflict between the Guild and the
United Board, the executive committee
and central body of the Cooperative
movement. A Catholic organisation
vehemently opposed to the Guild’s
campaign complained to the United Board.

The United Board, fearful of alienating
Catholic co-operators, asked the Guild to
end this campaign. When the Guild
refused, the 1914 Cooperative Congress
decided it would only continue its annual
grant to the Guild if it stopped its divorce
law campaign and confined itself to
activities approved by the United Board.
This demand was rejected by the Guild
Congress and the Guild’s annual grant
was withdrawn in 1914. It was not restored
until 1918 when an agreement was reached
which preserved the Guild’s autonomy.
As a committed internationalist and
pacifist, Margaret was unwavering in her
opposition to the First World War and
strongly supported peace efforts. In
addition to her dismay at such a
destructive war, there was the personal
grief she experienced when two of her
nephews were killed in action.
Margaret adopted a more radical position
after 1918 as the British labour movement
moved leftwards. She welcomed the
Russian Revolution and, believing the
Cooperative movement should be
transformative not reformist, advocated
international cooperative trade, especially
with Russia, as a means of achieving
international peace and establishing a
worldwide Cooperative Commonwealth.
The Guild backed her calls for peace and
internationalism and in the interwar years
pursued a policy of opposition to
militarism and support for peace and
disarmament.
Margaret retired as the Guild’s General
Secretary in 1921 and in 1922 became the
first woman ever to chair the annual
Cooperative Congress, evidence of the
changed relationship between the Guild
and the Cooperative movement’s
leadership. In retirement, she increasingly
concentrated on supporting peace
campaigns and remained totally committed
to pacifism during the Second World War,
even in 1940 when Britain was fighting
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for its survival. Margaret Llewellyn
Davies died in May 1944.
The biography is well researched and the
author has overcome the problems caused
by the fact that Margaret preserved few of
her private papers. The papers of her
relatives and friends contained much
relevant material and Ruth Cohen
discovered that the women’s pages of
Cooperative News were a valuable source
of information about Margaret and the
Guild. Ruth Cohen’s book is a valuable
addition to labour movement
historiography. Margaret Llewellyn Davies
is much less well known than famous
contemporaries such as Beatrice Webb but
as the long-serving General Secretary of
what was once Britain’s most important
organisation of working-class women, she
was a major figure. As she devoted much
of her adult life to the Guild and played a
leading role in many of its campaigns her
biography is also a history of the Guild
during the years of her General
Secretaryship. Ruth Cohen has helped to
rescue her and the Guild’s members from
what Edward Thompson called ‘the
enormous condescension of posterity’.
This book demonstrates that the
Guildswomen were not simply female foot
soldiers in a male-dominated Cooperative
movement but determined and resourceful
campaigners for women’s rights and
fundamental social change.

VICTOR GRAYSON –

Harry Taylor
This article first appeared in Tribune,
Summer 2020.
Harry Taylor’s book ‘Victor Grayson:
In Search of Britain’s Lost
Revolutionary’ is published by Pluto
Press in August 2021
One hundred years ago last September, as
dusk started to set in on a Saturday
evening in the capital, one of the most
infamous politicians of the Edwardian era
was escorted by two unknown men out of
his high-end apartment in Georgian House,
Pimlico, never to be seen again. It was an
unlikely residence, perhaps, for a
Liverpudlian that just 13 years before had
won a by-election so stunning that the
British establishment and press painted the
young man as the vanguard of a coming,
bloody, socialist revolution.
Albert Victor Grayson, better known as
Victor Grayson, is the greatest workingclass political hero you’ve never heard of,
and, if you have heard the name, then it’s
likely what you’ve heard is wrong. For a
century since his disappearance, Grayson’s
political legacy has been neglected by
historians whilst his personal life has
suffered damaging press speculation and
downright fabrication. The time has come
to finally tell the real story of the man
dubbed ‘Britain’s greatest mob orator’.
Victor Grayson was born into a Britain
divided, a Britain whose leaders prided
themselves on the mighty Empire they
were building whilst many of those who
manned the factories, the mills, and the
docks which kept the nation running were
living in abject poverty. It is one of the
great conundrums that those who now
glory in the history of Empire, must
answer. How could a country whose navy
ruled the seas, whose army and
imperialists possessed the whip-hand over
a great empire on which the sun never set,
not be able to feed, clothe and house its
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own people at home? The answer was
class.
Grayson’s family were not destitute but
they were never far from the abyss. His
father, William Dickenson, had joined the
British Army as there was little work in
Yorkshire. He was sent to Ireland and, just
before being shipped to India, he
absconded with a young Scottish woman,
Elizabeth Craig, who had been sent to
work in service as her own family could
not afford to keep her. The two stowed
away on a ship to Liverpool and, upon
docking, William Dickenson became
William Grayson and took on some
carpentry work. The two pretended to be
married as a way of not attracting
unwanted attention and to seem more
respectable to landlords. They started a
family, of which Victor Grayson was the
third child to survive infancy, and the
growing family regularly moved around
the working-class districts of Liverpool
with a frequency that suggests they were
always running from something.
Victor didn’t have the easiest start. He
was born with a tongue-tie, and later
developed a stammer which could only be
cured by elocution lessons that the family
could ill-afford. It appears his father
developed a drinking habit and what we
would now call depression, to the extent
that he would only go in search of work
when the family were close to
homelessness. A neighbour remembered
having to take food round to the Grayson
household regularly, as they were often
without a meal. Victor was sent out to
work as a Saturday boy in a local grocers
on Scotland Road whilst, unlike his older
brothers and the majority of his class, he
was to stay at school until 14. He was a
bright boy, if a little shy, and his mother
dreamed he would become someone. As
the start-date of his apprenticeship at a
local engineering firm approached,
Grayson was troubled that he was destined
to spend the rest of his life working in a

factory. He didn’t want to end up like his
father and searched for a way out.
After an ill-fated attempt at stowing away
under the wing of an Italian sailor-friend
of his older brother, Grayson had been
forced to walk home to Liverpool from
Tenby, South Wales, a distance of nearly
200 miles. Along the way he worked for
food and shelter and witnessed that
poverty wasn’t limited to either Liverpool
or the urban working class. It affected all
like him who were born without title and
without wealth and Grayson was changed
by the experience. He had always been
taught that religion was the salvation of
man and that if only the masses would
accept the gospel of Christ, they would be
saved, lifted out of their poverty, and made
kings. There was a catch though, and
Grayson had come to realise that the poor
were being played for fools. Whilst all
were promised salvation and heaven in the
next life, only the rich were allowed to
experience heaven in this life. The rest
were told to continue living an existence
scarred by disease, high infant mortality
and unemployment. If god really did love
them, why could they not have heaven on
the earth he had created?
These were the theoretical and theological
problems Grayson grappled with as he
began his engineering apprenticeship and
became more deeply involved with a local
church mission in the evenings. Despite
not being able read or write, Elizabeth had
taught her favourite son the gospels and
the life and message of Jesus. Grayson
had tried to throw his all in with the church
and was sent to the Unitarian College in
Manchester in late 1904 to study as a
missionary to the poor. But before he’d
left Liverpool he was already speaking on
the socialist platforms of the Independent
Labour Party (ILP) with other young
working-class agitators like Jim
Larkin. During his time with the church
he realised that the problems of society
could not be cured by organised religion,
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which merely tried to alleviate the gross
inequalities caused by capitalism with
charity and promises of salvation. It was
politics that dictated the structure of
society and only political action could
sweep away that rotten system.
When in Manchester, Grayson joined the
Manchester Central ILP branch and
became very close to the Pankhurst family,
and Emmeline treated him like a son. He
studied public finance, political economy,
Greek and Latin at the University of
Manchester and, whilst Christabel
Pankhurst studied law, the two seemed to
bounce off each other for a brief
period. Christabel schooled Grayson in
the issue of Women’s Suffrage and in
exchange he shared his fiery rhetoric. The
two formed the University of Manchester
Socialist Society, the first of its kind in the
country.
It was on the streets of Manchester that
Grayson first became a serious political
figure when rising unemployment led to
disturbances and demonstrations in the
city. The workers needed leading and
Grayson found himself as one of the heads
of a movement that would eventually
change government policy. His speaking
ability, his booming voice and biblical
fervour, captured the imagination of many
of the men. One observer recorded in
February 1905:
There was a goodly crowd, deeply
interested. I soon discovered the reason,
for ere I had listened five minutes, I was
interested too. A young fellow was on the
chair, with a deep rich voice, just made for
the open air – he told me afterwards that it
was the open air that had made it! – and he
was giving his audience plain, strong and
richly-defined Socialism. Nothing petty or
mean, no appeal to unworthy motives, or
even to the misery of things, but an
uplifting, elevating, manly propaganda
speech, addressed to the crowd as men…In
Mr Victor Grayson, student and orator, the

Manchester men have found a prize indeed,
and Socialism has gained another valuable
asset.
The Manchester men won their struggle
for recognition. The Lord Mayor of the
city set up relief kitchens and ordered the
police to release the unemployed leaders
who had been arrested on trumped-up
charges of inciting violence. Keir Hardie
sent congratulations to them on their
victory over authority with direct action.
It was this struggle that forged Grayson’s
methods and also made his name in the
socialist movement across the north of
England.
It’s not surprising that Grayson’s studies
were side-lined as invitations came daily
for paid speaking events across
Lancashire, Yorkshire and the
midlands. He earnt a precarious living this
way, and by editing a short-lived socialist
journal and providing copy to socialist
pamphleteers. In the summer of 1906 the
Unitarian authorities finally and
unceremoniously expelled him. The
young man did not mind, he was a rising
star in the ILP and found lodgings close to
Manchester’s Piccadilly station which was
convenient for trips to the West Yorkshire
constituency of Colne Valley. Grayson
made a considerable impression on local
activists there and, with rumours of their
Liberal MP being elevated to the Lords
(thus causing a by-election), the locals
wanted a strong candidate to put up a
challenge.
The Colne Valley had been a hot-bed of
political and religious radicalism for
decades. The people had embraced the
Methodist message of John Wesley, were
accused of Luddism and sent delegations
to Peterloo. In this mix of antiembellishment religious fervour and the
yearning for the message of socialism,
Grayson captivated whole
communities. When a by-election was
eventually called for July 1907 the local
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Colne Valley Labour League wanted to
run Grayson as the candidate (he had been
through a formal selection procedure) but
the National Administrative Council (the
equivalent of today’s NEC) did not want to
run a candidate. This was a time when
Labour leaders were unsure that Labour
candidates could win in a three-cornered
contest against both a Liberal and a
Tory. In-fact, Labour only had the
numbers it did in Parliament thanks to a
secret deal between Ramsay MacDonald
and the Liberals not run candidates against
each other in certain seats. If Grayson
stood in Colne Valley, MacDonald and
others discussed, it would result in a Tory
victory, damaging the electoral pact with
the Liberals. It didn’t help either, that the
Labour leadership saw candidacy as a
reward for long service in the movement
and there was clearly a degree of envy,
particularly from conservative trade union
leaders, that Grayson should be given such
a chance. MacDonald played both sides,
he offered soothing words to Grayson yet
did not speak up in his favour at key
moments that could have made a
difference. Grayson would not be the
official Labour candidate and MacDonald
banned MPs and senior activists from
supporting his campaign.
The Colne Valley party were resolute and
Grayson, though considerably hurt by the
actions of those he had looked up to,
persevered. He stood independently as the
‘Labour and Socialist’ candidate and the
campaign became a cause
celebre. Socialists and nonconformist
churchmen from across the country came
to campaign, sent good wishes and gave
small donations. The Suffragettes set up a
campaign centre there as Hannah Mitchell,
Annie Kenney and his friends Emmeline
and Christabel Pankhurst campaigned for
the vote, as Grayson was the only
candidate standing on a platform of ‘Votes
for Women.’ Grayson’s manifesto was
largely the Labour manifesto, but as

polling day neared, it was clear that there
was a growing thirst for radicalism.
Grayson’s final leaflet read:
To the Electors in the Colne Valley. I am
appealing to you as one of your own
class. I want emancipation from the wageslavery of Capitalism. I do not believe that
we are divinely destined to be
drudges. Through the centuries we have
been the serfs of an arrogant
aristocracy. We have toiled in the factories
and workshops to grind profits with which
to glut the greedy Man of the Capitalist
class…The time for our emancipation has
come…The other classes have had their
day. It is our turn now!

On a sunny polling day there was an
incredible turnout of 88.1%. The crowd
roared with renditions of the Red Flag and
England Arise as a red handkerchief was
waved from the window of the count,
indicating Grayson had been
victorious. [It is worth highlighting that
none of Grayson’s female supporters, nor a
significant proportion of working-class
men, could vote.] The victorious
candidate was carried aloft by his
supporters and outside a near-by pub he
told the swelling crowd, ‘This epochmaking victory has been won for pure
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revolutionary Socialism. We have not
trimmed our sails to get a half-hearted
vote. We have proclaimed our Socialism
on every platform.’ The result was
reported in the newspapers across the
globe and the British tabloids predicted an
imminent and bloody socialist
uprising. The result also inspired a genre
of literary paranoia as novels appeared
which described a post-apocalyptic
socialist Britain. The Labour leaders who
had spurned Grayson attributed the result,
not to Grayson or the heroic campaigning
of his supporters, but to a dip in support
for the Liberal Party.
A short-lived and riotous Parliamentary
career followed and Grayson was expelled
from the House of Commons for trying to
raise the issue of unemployment against
the permitted running order of business
two days in succession. As he was
escorted out, he shouted back into the
chamber, ‘This House is a House of
murderers!’ He had told the Labour MPs,
‘I leave the House with pleasure. You are
traitors to your class. You will not stand
up for your class. You traitors!’ Grayson
was greeted as a hero outside of
Westminster and socialists of all shades
flocked to his banner. Two biographies
were written of him in 1910 and, at a time
when pictures in newspapers were rare,
Grayson’s appeared across the globe. For
three years Grayson did battle with the
leaders of the ILP to adopt a definite
socialist policy. When this failed he
campaigned for a new party and formed
the British Socialist Party (BSP) in 1911,
which briefly carried up to a third of ILP
constituency parties with it. He was
quickly outwitted and side-lined by those
wily old Left operators of the SDF who
thought Grayson not sufficiently
theoretical and they quickly destroyed any
promise the BSP had, though it rumbled
on to morph into the Communist Party of
Great Britain in August 1920. Grayson
sought solace in alcohol after he had

developed a creeping dependency since his
by-election victory.

was rescued, shipped back to England and
discharged.

From his break with the BSP to the
beginning of the First World War,
Grayson’s personal life overshadowed his
political work. He married a young
actress, Ruth Norreys, who was said to
enjoy the finer things in life. This move
surprised many of Grayson’s friends, not
least because those closest to him knew
that he was gay. For years he had covered
his homosexuality by encouraging gossip
about his womanising, which was not
difficult given that countless women found
him irresistible. There are stories of his
female followers pawning wedding rings
to fund Grayson’s campaigns, and others,
who moved to the Colne Valley just to be
able to say he was their MP.

From here on, Grayson’s life becomes
shadowy and secretive. From living in
near-destitution before the war, Grayson
now lived in fine surroundings in
Pimlico. He had been employed by the
British government’s National War Aims
Committee to write pro-war propaganda
directed at socialists and to tour industrial
constituencies to ensure the supply of men
and munitions kept up demand. Why?
Grayson said it would be far easier to build
socialism in Britain after the working class
played such a significant role in winning
the war than it would be under the
jackboot of the Kaiser. He began to write
his memoirs and toured the country on a
solo speaking tour, even attending some
local Labour meetings again. But just as
he appeared to be building up to a political
comeback he suddenly retreated from
public view to spend the next year of his
life almost always in his apartment,
according to his landlady, writing. He
received only a few visitors, all men,
which included some notorious characters,
like Horatio Bottomley, who would later
be exposed as a swindler and crook. It was
in these circumstances that Grayson
disappeared 100 years ago.

On reflection, it seems that Grayson was
attracted to Ruth’s bank manager father’s
money though he undoubtedly did love her
and was distraught when she died in
childbirth along with their second
daughter, Elise, who was premature. Their
married life had been one of travel and
poverty. Grayson had desperately tried to
leave politics behind but found little work
apart from occasional journalism. He even
wrote a play which starred his wife in the
lead role, but despite favourable reviews it
was not a great success. Instead he found
himself in the pay of the British
government who needed a pro-war
socialist voice to calm industrial unrest in
the commonwealth. Grayson was
dispatched to Australia and then New
Zealand, and ended up on a recruitment
drive for more men for the war effort. It
was in New Zealand that Grayson signed
up for the infantry and joined the ANZAC
forces which travelled back to Europe.
Private Grayson found himself in the
trenches at the Battle of Passchendaele.
He was wounded by shrapnel and after
spending many rain-sodden hours under
torrential rain and German rifle-fire, he
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Mystery and fabrication have always
clouded Grayson’s life. It’s a fact that in
1942, as bombs still rained down on
London, that officers from Scotland Yard
received orders from ‘the highest office’ to
find Grayson. The search extended
nationwide and everything from Grayson’s
school records to personal letters were
collected up and never seen again. It
seems like someone senior in the
government had ordered a sweep of
information relating to Grayson to be
collected and destroyed, as if he had never
existed. By this point he had been missing
for 22 years.

What we do know is that the oft repeated
story of Grayson’s murder in 1920 were
later fabricated by a Tory journalist. I
have also discovered that letters between
Grayson and one of his male lovers were
found amongst the personal papers of a
senior Labour MP and trade unionist, close
to Ramsay MacDonald. Could these have
been used to blackmail Grayson to stay out
of Labour politics after the war? We know
that most credible sightings of Grayson
after his disappearance centred around
Maidstone, Kent, and there is a strong
suspicion that he settled here under an
assumed name. I am convinced that
somewhere in a file under lock and key,
lies the definitive answer to Grayson’s
fate. As we reach the centenary of his
disappearance, we must demand to know
the truth and finally lay the ghost of Victor
Grayson, Britain’s lost revolutionary, to
rest.
------------------

open-air life during the day probably
counteracts the conditions at night, and the
health of boat children appears to be no
worse than those who live in the crowded
dwellings of our cities. The children are
not so liable to infectious diseases as those
who live on shore. About 50% of the
children are born on the boats under
unsuitable conditions to mother and child’
but one nurse with considerable experience
of these cases asserted she had never
known of a case where a mother died in
confinement and of only one where a child
was born dead. The women resume work
in a remarkable short space on time.
Conditions of living are not ideal for
women but after careful consideration the
committee concluded there would be no
justification in recommending that women
should be prohibited from working and
living on canal boats.

Life on the Canal Boats – Bargees’
superiority to Townsmen
(from John Grigg’s research at Chiswick
Library archives) Chiswick Times:
19.8.1921

A Departmental Committee under the
chairmanship of Neville Chamberlain has
reported on life of the bargee concerning
health, safety, morality and education of
children. The committee took evidence
from variety of witnesses and bargees and
concludes that so far as health, cleanliness,
morality, feeding and clothing are
concerned the bargees and families are
equal if not superior to land dwellers of the
same class. ‘Life on board these boats
appears to be of an almost patriarchal
character and the presence of the wife and
mother on board helps to maintain a high
standard of morality among the men and a
kindly but efficient discipline among the
children.’
Ventilation in the narrow cabins is not
good at any rate in cold weather; but the
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The committee concluded that there was
no case for the exclusion of children on the
boats on the grounds of danger or accident
or employment in labour unsuitable to
their strength. However it was unanimous
that the children are scandalously undereducated. It is estimated that there are
1,000 children of school age living on the
boats and an NSPCC investigation
estimates that 85% are almost uneducated.
The only opportunity for schooling is
when barges are tied up for loading or
discharging and as many of the parents are
unable to read or write, they care little that
their children should make full use of these

opportunities. It has been reckoned that
half of the children do not put in twenty
half-day attendances in the year.
The committee visited the special school
for canal boat children at Brentford – the
only example of its kind in England.
Although the scholars show marked
interest and make rapid progress they
come ashore only two or three days a
month while the barges unload and load.
The committee therefore recommends that
after a year of grace to enable arrangement
to be made that children of school age
should be prohibited from living on canal
boats during school terms. This is unlikely
to cause serious difficulty as many bargees
have homes on shore and many others
have relatives on shore with whom the
children could live during term times. As
a matter of fact some of them already
leave their children with relatives for
educational purposes. The committee also
recommended annual licencing of canal
boats in order to have more accurate
information as to the number of boats used
as dwellings and to ensure regular
inspection.
……………….
Isleworth Family of twelve – £3 a Week
Chiswick Times 19.8.1921
Mrs Hearne of Mill Plat Avenue in
Isleworth was interviewed by the ‘Daily
News’. She stated that ten of her eighteen
children are living. She is 40 years of age
and the eldest child is 21 and the youngest
barely a fortnight old. Her husband is a
tramway labourer, drawing a weekly wage
of from £2.15s. to £3. She provided a
weekly budget for the interview:
£. s. d.
Rent
0 12 1
Bread
0 15 0
Groceries
1 0 0
Fuel
0 2 6
Insurance
0 2 0
Gas
0
4 0
Total
2 15 7
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Clothing was provided out of the earnings
of the eldest daughter who is in domestic
service. “When it’s all counted up,” said
Mrs Hearne, “it doesn’t leave you much
for enjoyment or riotous living, does it?”
She is a bright, healthy and cheerful
woman. Her children are neat, and have
the reputation among neighbours of being
amongst the best behaved in the district..
-------------------------------------

The Robert Tressell Society,
an update - Trevor Hopper

In the spring of 1999 the first Robert
Tressell Festival took place in Hastings.
Tressell’s Ragged Trousered
Philanthropists had been written in the
town (renamed ‘Mugsborough’ in his
book) and various lectures and
commemorations had taken place over the
years. But, this was the first to be spread
over a few days with numerous talks,
discussions, tours etc. This became an
annual event for a decade, with a few after
but sadly not now for some time.
Excuse the lack of precision, but that has
been the nature of the organisation behind
the festivals. A group of volunteers, as
Labour Heritage knows, often means a
very small number actually responsible.
Most behind the organisation were
Hastings Labour activists including myself
from Brighton. The numbers attracted to
the events was impressive, mainly from
the south-east but also further afield, quite
a few stayed in the town overnight and it
became an annual pilgrimage for many.
Sadly, as time moved on there was an
inevitable lull in activity. Interest in
Tressell himself and the book, rarely
wanes, but the burden of organising took
its toll and the festivals ceased to exist.
The University I worked for had a campus
in Hastings for a decade and we had a
symposium on Tressell, in 2014 to
celebrate 100 years since the RTP’s
publication. Titled ‘Whose Robert
Tressell’ academics discussed where

Tressell belonged? Hastings, where the
novel was written and related to events in
the town? Liverpool, where Tressell
(Robert Noonan) lays buried? Ireland
where he was born? South Africa where he
worked and clearly formed opinions? Or is
his book such an international message of
socialism that it does not belong anywhere
but everywhere?
Returning to recent developments, I
received a communication from fellow
historian John Callow about research he
was doing on the GMB union. The GMB’s
Gary Smith (since elected as leader) was
an old friend of the Tressell group and had
got us some sponsorship. On enquiring
about future events I informed him that we
were largely inactive and the guy who ran
the website had been dead for a few years.
John with some help from the GMB have
now started to fill the void and a new and
much needed update website is under
construction https://www.raggedtrousered-philanthropists.com/
It’s early days, but one field of enquiry I
am interested in is collecting personal
experiences of the influence of the book,
particularly on influential figures in the
labour movement and beyond. This has
been interesting. I have always been a little
sceptical of those who claim to have read it
in their youth, but have a patchy
recollection of it, even allowing for my
own 40 year obsession with it. People like
comedian Jo Brand were quick to respond
to my appeal, but it is fascinating how
reluctant more political figures are.
Perhaps, Labour Heritage members can
forward any prominent figures they know
who are keen to answer a few quick
questions on this. I chased up Neil
Kinnock who apologised for his tardiness,
stating my letter had prompted a re-read. I
know many Heritage members live in west
London. Give him a knock for us to jog his
memory!
trevhhopper@gmail.com
------------------------14

The Countess of Warwick and her
Socialist vicars - John Grigg
An article in the Socialist History Society
magazine : ‘Edward Maxted: Socialist
Vicar of Tilty 1908 – 1918’ by Ian
Beckwith, caught my interest recently.
The Countess of Warwick, known as
‘Daisy’, had the gift of the appointment of
vicars in a part of Essex. The countess
was a celebrated member of the aristocracy
whose amorous private life is of
considerable interest. It is said that in
1895 she was converted from socialite to
socialist during a meeting with Robert
Blatchford of the Clarion movement. In
1904 she joined Hyndman’s Social
Democratic Federation, a Marxist
forerunner of the Communist Party of
Great Britain. Later she was in the ILP
and stood as a Labour candidate in the
Warwick and Leamington division in the
1923 general election, losing to Anthony
Eden. Two of the vicars appointed by the
countess were Edward Maxted in Tilty in
1908 and Conrad Noel in Thaxted in 1910.
Maxted had been a curate in several
London parishes where he gained a
reputation for his socialist activities. In
1889 he supported striking gas workers in
Vauxhall and at St. Andrews in Battersea
his socialist activities caused so much
unrest that he was asked to resign. At one
meeting he made what was described as a
violent speech in favour of socialism,
calling for the state ownership of education
from primary school up to the university
and for the public ownership of land,
industry and distribution.
He was the son of a Margate tinsmith and
was apprenticed to that trade until aged 17
when he went to Canada , where he
earned enough in four years to put himself
through a theological course at Kings
College in London. He probably came to
the Countess of Warwick’s attention when
he spoke at a socialist demonstration

hosted by her at Dunmow in 1906. A
report of his induction as vicar of Tilty in
May 1908 described him as one the few
socialist clergy in the Church of England.
Tilty with 242 parishioners spread across
1,000 acres of farmland was a great
contrast to the London parishes of over
10,000 where Maxted had previously
served. Soon after his appointment local
press reports appeared, concerning
Maxted’s extra-parochial activities..
At open air meetings in Essex he spoke of
the inevitability of socialism:
“If Christians would think out their
Christianity they would become socialists
in three months…..At the beginning only
12 men were Christians but they spread
their faith all over the world and that is
what socialists are going to do.”
He defined Socialism as Christianity
applied to industrial concerns.
In a debate in February 1909, H. Gould
from the Anti-Socialist League claimed
that socialism, besides meaning public
ownership of capital and land also meant
the collective ownership of women and
children. There would be no bond in
marriage, but free love. The debate
concluded with defeat for Maxted by 100
votes to 13.
At one meeting on Duton Hill in 1908,
Maxted was on the back foot when a
labourer raised the matter of tithes which
of course benefitted the church and the
clergy. “We shall stand by the old Tories”
said the labourer. The deference of farm
labourers to their employers was evident.
Farmers were the dominant employers and
landlords in the district.
His meetings attracted considerable
opposition and his words were sometimes
drowned out by a racket of bugles, horns,
and wooden bird scarers. In 1909 a Guy
Fawkes procession set off towards Tilty
behind banners saying, ‘For King and
Country’ and ‘Down with Socialism and
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Tyranny’. Seated in a trap was the guy
dressed in clerical clothes with a noose
around its neck attached to a gallows.
Police prevented the procession reaching
Tilty where about 30 Maxted
sympathisers, armed with sticks, awaited
its arrival.
In 1911 Maxted unsuccessfully urged the
district council to take advantage of the
1890 Housing Act to provide labourers’
cottages in Tilty. In 1913 he stood for
election to the local Poor Law Board of
Guardians and later as a candidate for the
Thaxted division of the Essex County
Council. On both occasions he was
bottom of the poll.
He helped form branches of the
Agricultural Labourers and Rural Workers
Trade Union. Early in 1914 there was a
lockout of men who had joined the union
that developed into an official strike. At
issue was the Minimum Wages Bill before
Parliament that proposed a minimum
wage of £1 a week for agricultural
workers. This was opposed by Dunmow
farmers but they became anxious as
harvest time approached. On the outbreak
of war on August 5th the local MP
appealed to the patriotism of both sides
and a settlement was reached. Some
labourers who had been imprisoned during
the strike had their sentences remitted and
others were offered a choice between
serving their sentences or joining the army.

St Mary the Virgin’s Church, Tilty

In 1910 another socialist vicar, Conrad
Noel, was appointed to the neighbouring
Thaxted parish by the countess. He
sometimes shared a platform with Maxted,
but it was Maxted who received the most
hostility.
Conrad Noel came from a different
background to Maxted his father being a
younger son of the Earl of Gainsborough.
In 1906 he was a founder member of the
Church Socialist League. Noel later wrote
that his arrival in Thaxted in 1910 had not
been made easy ‘by the preaching of a
neighbouring socialist vicar … he
(Maxted) had held a meeting and
infuriated the people, not so much by his
socialism as by his way of presenting his
message.’ There were fears that Noel’s
induction as vicar would be disrupted, but
in the event seems to have been conducted
peacefully.
In 1912 Noel chaired a demonstration of
the Church Socialist League attended by
over 1,000 people at Church House
Westminster against the refusal of the
church hierarchy to support the striking
miners who were asking for a minimum
wage of five shillings an hour. He started
the evening with a prayer and read a
Remonstrance addressed to the
archbishops and bishops of the church. He
said the church had never questioned the
right of men to secure terms to give them
an honourable life. He said that, please
God, there would be more strikes , which
had an honourable tradition in the
Christian Church. Speakers at the
demonstration included Lady Warwick,
G.K. Chesterton and George Lansbury
who led a procession from Church House
to Lambeth Palace where Noel’s
‘thunderous knocking’ on the door was
answered by the Archbishop’s secretary
and the Remonstration was handed over.
Noel is most well remembered for what
became known as the ‘Battle of the
Flags’. Towards the end of the first world
war, he displayed on the church a red flag
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and the Sinn Fein flag, as well as the
traditional flag of St. George. Cambridge
students journeyed to Thaxted in 1921 and
pulled down the offending flags. Fighting
broke out in the church. Questions were
asked in Parliament and he was accused of
sedition. He complied with a Church of
England Consistory Court and removed
the flags, although the red flag remained
on display inside the church.
Noel’s vision of the future was set out in
an essay in a book initiated by the countess
in 1912 called Socialism and the Great
State. He envisaged a unified Christian
church based in Rome – united but within
which would exist a great variety of ideas
and worship. Britain as a Socialist state
would exist not in isolation , but within a
confederation of several nations.

St Lawrence’s Church, Thaxted

In his Socialist History article, Ian
Beckwith writes it is reasonable to
conclude that Maxted’s Christian
socialism was only tangential to his
socialism. The vicar of Tilty was an
effective orator and was accused of being a
revolutionary. He denied this accusation
but other people saw him in that role. A
letter in the Essex County Chronicle in
July 1912 claimed Maxted had previously
stated that his ambition was to be another
John Ball of the Peasants Revolt ‘who had
exhorted the ‘lower people’ to destroy

‘their superiors’ …. The insurgents
beheaded every gentleman and murdered
the Archbishop of Canterbury.’ Maxted
repudiated the claim that he wanted to be
another John Ball but pointed out that the
peasants had only punished those who had
oppressed them. At a meeting held by
the Chelmsford Socialist Society in
September 1910, a local evangelist asked
Maxted ‘rather than seek the Kingdom of
God ….. why do you go about stirring up
sedition in the country? ‘ Maxted insisted
that he had never tried to stir up sedition.

been become much liked by his
parishioners, practically all working
people, and £15 was collected as a leaving
present – a considerable sum in those days.
In Bristol, apart from a speech in favour of
a Socialist candidate in a by-election, little
was reported of his socialist views. In
1919 he and his family set sail for New
Zealand via Canada. They returned to
Canada in 1922, en route to St. Andrews
Episcopal Church in Barberton, Ohio.
Later he served as parish priest in
Pascagoula, Mississippi becoming a
United States citizen in 1933. He died in
Houston, Texas in 1966, aged 92.

Maxted’s pugnacious nature was on one
occasion revealed after a stone had
allegedly struck him and he jumped from
his trap to take on his assailants. The
police persuaded him to drive away but
further along the road a volley of eggs
struck the vicar and his wife. Maxted gave
chase unsuccessfully. He told the Essex
County Chronicle that he ‘would have hit
him as hard as he could’. Nevertheless he
frequently spoke of the Kingdom of God
being established earth.

The influence of religion on the early
Labour movement has been largely written
out of Labour history. The events in Essex
are just part of that strand. Many of the
first Labour MPs had been non-conformist
lay preachers. Perhaps more attention
should be given to that particular root of
the Labour Movement.

Noel’s approach, although he was
frequently outspoken, was more measured
and he doesn’t seem to have attracted the
local hostility suffered by Maxted. He
was much more an integral part of the
Christian Socialist Movement than
Maxted. St Lawrence’s at Thaxted
became a kind of pilgrimage centre for
Christian Socialists as well as for folk
traditions such as folk music and Morris
Dancing. English Morris Dancing still sees
Thaxted as its home.
Noel remained vicar of Thaxted till he died
in 1942. His tombstone at the church
bears the words “He loved justice and
hated oppression”.

Socialism and the Great State. Harper &
Brothers. 1912; The 100 Parishes Society.

What happened to Edward Maxted?
There was some tension between him and
the countess and in 1918 an exchange of
living with the Rev Morgan-Smith, vicar
of St. Aidan’s in Bristol, was arranged.
Despite his stormy past at Tilty he had
17

Sources:
Edward Maxted: Socialist Vicar of Tilty 1908
– 1918, by Ian Beckwith in Socialist History
number 58, quoting from National Newspapers
and The Essex Newsman and The Essex
County Chronicle. Also Reg Groves, Conrad
Noel and the Thaxted Movement, London.
1967 and several other secondary sources:
Daisy, The Life & Loves of the Countess of
Warwick. Sushila Anand,. Piatkus. 2008;
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A MOST EXTRAORDINARY
UNION: The London and Provincial
Union of Licensed Vehicle Workers Martin Eady

Following the great Dockers’ strike of
1889, the so-called ‘new unionism’ led to
Trade Unions being formed on London’s
buses as in many other areas of
employment. The gains made from a bus
strike in 1891 were however rapidly

eroded as union organisation was not
strong or consistent enough.
London’s taxi drivers (still horse drawn)
organised themselves in the London
Cabdrivers Trade Union in 1894. In 1913
this Union absorbed the London Bus,
Tram and Motor Workers Union, renaming
itself the London and Provincial Union of
Licensed Vehicle Workers (London &
Provincial, L&P). By late Summer 1913
9,000 of the 12,000 bus workers had been
recruited. This great wave of Unionisation
was occasioned by the change from horse
buses to motor buses. Greater skill was
required to drive a motor bus. Higher
status resulted, which was not recognised
in the pay and conditions.
The widespread introduction of motor
buses also helped increase the domination
of the London General Omnibus Company
(LGOC). Along with the other large bus
company, Tillings, this gave the new union
only two large companies to deal with in
place of the large number of small
companies that previously existed. The
T.U. Records Centre at Warwick
University contains an agreement between
the LGOC, Tillings and the London &
Provincial Union dated 22nd September
1913, which includes recognition of the L
& P Union by the two Companies.
The years from 1910 to 1914 were known
as ‘The great unrest’. Many Socialist and
Marxist organisers were active, not least
George Sanders in the L&P Union. Tom
Mann founded the Transport Workers
Federation in 1910, to which the L&P was
affiliated.
The Amalgamated Association of
Tramway and Vehicle Workers (AAT) had
been founded some years earlier, and had
four London branches covering
geographical parts of the city. In contrast,
the L&P had workplace branches based on
individual depots and garages. It seems
that the AAT’s lack of militancy failed to
achieve consistent or equal pay and
conditions across the capital. For instance,
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in 1914 AAT members at West Ham
Corporation tramways received a 4/- a
week increase, while East Ham got 3/- and
Ilford a measly 2/-.
The London & Provincial became known
as the ‘red button’ Union due to the colour
of its badge, while the AAT was the ‘blue
button’ Union. There was also a political
connotation to these colours.
On the outbreak of war there was a
patriotic pro-war response in many parts of
the labour movement, but in the London &
Provincial there was a large degree of antiwar sentiment. The Union’s Annual
Report for October 1st 1915 to December
31st 1916 considers the role of the Trade
Union in war. The L&P declined to accept
the industrial truce which the TUC had
decreed for the duration of the war. The
1916 Annual Report contains the
statement: “The whole deplorable
circumstance of the war points to the
necessity of improving and
internationalising the TU movement, as by
that means alone can an effective brake be
placed upon the highly complex machinery
of capitalist exploiters, and their
companions in crime, the government
diplomats who negotiate international
strife, in order to bring about territorial
acquisition, and the expansion of the
commercial octopus” (Fuller P47).
The 1916 Annual Report of the L&P also
refers to the “resort to female labour”,
insisting that women should receive the
same rate of pay as men. Conscription into
the armed forces was opposed, as were war
economies and war savings. There is
mention of the London United Tramways
Company “giving way to the Union”
following a dispute with the South
Metropolitan Tramways Company. In
April 1916 the Union had 19,815 members
plus more in the forces. But an attempt to
close the London County Council’s
Tramway Conciliation Board failed with
2/3 of members favouring its continuance.

The 1917 General Secretary’s report
records 21,852 members. It notes new
branches of the Union in Bristol, Weston
super Mare, Folkestone, Salisbury,
Brighton, Eastbourne, Portsmouth,
Worthing and others. All these were in the
South of England – the AAT Union was
stronger in the North. Following a strike
on May 13th 1917 at the LGOC and
Tillings recognition was withdrawn over
the issue of sympathy strikes, which the
Union refused to rule out. On June 26th
1917 there was a strike in Brighton over
the treatment of women conductors. There
was a successful strike in Bristol on
October 23rd 1917 gaining recognition for
the L&P. A taxicab strike from November
1st to December 22nd 1917 ended with the
British Motor Cab Company closing their
yards leaving 1,000 members out of work.
Legal proceedings were undertaken by the
locked-out members.
The L&P Union protested against the
acceptance of the Whitley Report by the
National Transport Workers Federation, to
which the L&P was affiliated. The Whitley
Councils practised a form of class
collaboration based on supposed worker
participation in joint working.
The equal pay issue exploded in 1918
when the London United Tramways
Company did not apply a recent war bonus
award to their conductresses. The dispute
rapidly spread to other tram and bus
operators in Southern and Western
Counties. Eventually arbitration awarded
equal war bonuses for women but this did
not always amount to equal pay. (Details
in my book ‘Hold on Tight’ P 58-59). The
L&P still opposed women driving trams or
buses. The first women tram drivers were
in Weston super Mare. Women drove
trams in Glasgow right up to the end of
trams in 1962, when they were denied the
chance to drive the replacing buses.
The 3rd Annual Delegate Meeting on April
23rd 1917 noted the suppression of a
“fighting policemen’s Union” and the
promotion of a “passive” police Union.
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The 1918 Annual Report is concerned with
proposals for amalgamation of transport
Unions. A ballot was to be held on joining
together with the AAT, but the National
Union of Vehicle Workers declined to join
in. The L&P also absorbed the Society of
Women Drivers and Motor Mechanics of
Newcastle upon Tyne. The 5th and last
Annual Delegate Meeting was on April
28th 1919. Amalgamation with the AAT
took place in 1920. The L&P had 24,000
members in 1918, the AAT had 28,000.
The new United Vehicle Workers Union
also included the Lorrymens’ Union and
started life with 109,425 members. A
majority for further amalgamations was
secured in March 1921.

The Transport & General Workers Union
was founded on 1st January 1922. George
Sanders observed: “I want to state quite
frankly that I should have been much more
enamoured of the scheme that is now in
front of the membership had the NUR and
ASLE&F been included in the list of
Unions for the proposed amalgamation”
(Fuller P 65).
The London busworkers’ continuing
militancy and strong organisation owe
much to the principled stance of the
London & Provincial Union. The library of
the London Transport Museum contains a
1963 history of the Transport & General
Workers Union which also records the
story of the London & Provincial Union.
Radical Aristocrats - Peter Fuller,
2nd Edition, Ishi Press 2011,
Hold on Tight - Martin Eady ,
Capital Transport 2016.

Zoom Labour Heritage

Thanks to Maurice Austin’s work, we
have been able to make a belated entry
into the ‘age of Zoom’. So far, three
events have been held:
th

On 10 May: Mike Watts spoke on
‘1940, Chamberlain to Churchill:
Labour’s role’. This was a fascinating
account of the thinking behind Clem
Attlee’s and the Labour Party’s part in
ensuring Churchill took over as Prime
Minister.
On 7th June: Baroness Dianne Hayter
spoke on ‘The 1906 formation of the
Parliamentary Labour Party’ and also
on using Oral History and archives.
Dianne co-edited the 2006 centenary
publication ‘The Men who made
Labour’, some of which has been
included in recent LH Bulletins.

Labour Heritage Bulletin

Barbara Humphries, who has done a
wonderful job of producing our Bulletin
for the past 25 years, has stepped down.
For the time being, John Grigg will be
editing the bulletin: articles and/or
enquiries can be sent to John at

labourheritage45@btinternet.com
…..……………..

Bursary in memory of
Stan Newens

On 5th July: Lord David Clark of
Windermere spoke on ‘A Lakeland
boyhood in the post WW2 years’, and
his experience of rural poverty and the
insecurity of tied housing formed his
socialist beliefs.
We plan to continue holding Zoom
lectures from October, approx. monthly
Please contact Linda on:
labourheritage45@btinternet.com for a
link to recordings of talks. And we have
a special offer to LH members from
Lord David Clark of his book,
A Lakeland Boyhood @ £10 plus £2.p+p
:: Also, please contact us if you have
a topic you could offer Labour
Heritage for a future Zoom lecture.
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The Labour Heritage committee have
decided to honour the memory of Stan
Newens by establishing a bursary for a
student at Birkbeck College. We hope you
would like to contribute: donations can be
sent by cheque to Labour Heritage or by
bank transfer into our Labour Heritage
account: please see enclosed letter.
Our aim is to raise £3000 to provide a
bursary for one student, enabling them to
afford the costs of study. The student who
will benefit will be from a forced migrant
background, who would not have access to
public funding to support them in their
studies. Birkbeck is proud to be a place of
sanctuary for students.
As Stan was a strong internationalist and
lifelong educator, we feel this is an
appropriate means of honouring him.
We have had discussions with Birkbeck to
explore how this can work and have been
impressed by the level of support that is
given to students. Further information is
available on their website: www.bbk.ac.uk

